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Ray tracing Elcclron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) calculalions have

been performed for the flexible heliac TJ-II. This device is a four period mid-size helical

axis stcllarator', under assembly at OEM AT, Madrid, with a nominal toroidal field of I

T, a mayor radius of 1.5 m and a bean-shaped plasma cross section with average minor

radius between 0.1 and 0.25 m. From a geometrical point of view, the main difference

between other fusion devices and TJ-II is the possibility of TJ-II to change, within

certain limits, the magnetic field structure and the plasma position, shape and size to a

significant degree. On the other hand these large variations from configuration to

configuration imply some constrains in the design of the ECRH injection system.

Moreover, the calculation of ECRH in TJ-II must take into account another effect,

not usually of importance in oilier devices: the rotation of the wave polarization due to

Faraday rotation and the rotation of the device's magnetic field along the. wave's path.

These effects can be non-negligible in TJ-II, provided that the poloidal component of the

magnetic field is of the same order as the toroidal one.

In this work we present our results, based on the 3D ray tracing code TRECE2,

for the best launching positions of the electron cyclotron waves. The polarization's

rotation is computed for different configurations and operating scenarios and its influence

on the heating efficiency is considered.

Power deposition profiles are evaluated considering different microwave beam

focusing angles It is shown that the effect of the beam focusing is weak, provided the

injection is performed perpendicularly to the magnetic surfaces.
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